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Constructing Female Adolescent Social Hierarchies Through Language Use

Meaghan Doyle, Anthropology Department

Most research regarding language use has led to the 
conclusion that females are typically more cooperative 
and males are more aggressive. In the past decade there 
has been a prevalence of adolescent females being 
portrayed as more aggressive in the media, such as films 
like Mean Girls (2004). The problem with much of the 
research regarding language use as it relates to gender  is 
that it has been centered on male-female interactions 
and little attention has been given to female-female 
interaction.  This project serves to focus on the 
interactions between adolescent females in the United 
States as well as the role that media may play in said 
interactions.

• Why Adolescents?
• Identity formation stage of psychosocial 

development. “Trying on” new 
personalities.

• How females interact
• Based upon solidarity and affiliation
• Hierarchy based upon relationships to 

others, not achievement as with males.  
Not salient or formalized, therefore 
constantly shifting.
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• Literature
• Analysis of the film Mean Girls (2004)
• Analysis of popular television shows, i.e. Keeping 

up with the Kardashians
• Analysis of popular music

• These behaviors portrayed in popular media 
are imitated by adolescent girls and used as 
exclusionary tools – If you don’t speak like 
them, you are not a part of their group.

• “Friendly insults” – Calling other members 
of the same clique “loser” or other insulting 
terms as a stylized display of camaraderie. 
Previously only used by males.

• “Vocal Fry” – guttural fluttering of the vocal chords, 
raspy or croaky sound

• Employed by the Kardashian sisters and 
singer Ke$ha

• “Cute Speech” – totally becomes ‘totes,’ obvious 
becomes ‘obvi,’ perfect becomes ‘perf’

• Film such as Mean Girls portraying certain types of 
stylized indirect bullying provide a template for 
adolescent girls to use 

Rules given to the clique members in the film Mean Girls align 
with the type of communication adolescent girls are suggested to 
employ according to the literature analyzed 
• Labeling of cliques i.e. “Plastics” – the popular girls, designates 

specific affiliation
• Cliques are exclusive
• Dress code rules used as easy markers of group membership
• Dating rules – Only certain girls could like certain boys.  This is 

a power play that establishes the hierarchy within the clique.

http://teenagecomedy.blogspot.com/2012/09/anaylze-image-mean-girls.html

http://www.parentdish.com/2011/02/18/mean-girls/

Through the examination of adolescent 
female behavior in the United States, it is 
revealed that female adolescents tend to be 
more aggressive than previously believed.  
They do take part in bullying and use indirect 
forms of aggression to do so. Female 
adolescents also use linguistic tools that they 
learn from popular media in order to 
reinforce social hierarchies.  


